Custom Fitting & Golf Repairs
Trackman fitting and gapping sessions, wide range of grips, all club repairs carried out on site.
Custom Fitting
The club-fitting process involves both static and dynamic measurements of your golf swing. The goal is to
determine what loft, lie angle, shaft flex, head design, length and grips your clubs will need to best suit your
game. After the measurements, you will be asked to hit a few shots and maybe try a few irons with different
lofts and lies. There will be questions about your playing ability, ball flight, where your miss-hits tend to be
and your goals. The club-fitter will offer an opinion about what would be best for you.
With a range of Demo / Fitting equipment from leading brands such as Callaway, Taylormade, Ping, Titleist
and more we are confident that we can get you the optimum clubs to improve your game.
Book your Custom fitting session today with one of our PGA Professionals by calling the Pro-Shop on 0469240639
Gapping Sessions
Do you know how far you hit each club ?
One of the frequent uses of TrackMan is a distance gapping session. This is a trackman gapping session
where golfers hit each golf club in their bag and trackman measures that distance. This is vital information
for scoring better at golf and making more accurate golf club selection decisions. As golfers, we need to
know approximately how far we hit each golf club. The process is simply hitting four to five shots per club.
There are all sorts of information gathered by trackman. However, we would be mainly focusing on distance
carried per club. Furthermore, that specific information will be collected and a report will be sent later that
evening.
Golf Club Repairs/Re-gripping
We have a fully equipped workshop to carry out all club repairs and adaptions to Loft & Lie.
We stock a wide range of Grips from Golf Pride, Lamkin, Superstroke and many more to customize your
clubs for optimum performance.

